ABSTRACT Semantic segmentation, as dense pixel-wise classification task, played an important tache in scene understanding. There are two main challenges in many state-of-the-art works: 1) most backbone of segmentation models that often were extracted from pretrained classification models generated poor performance in small categories because they were lacking in spatial information and 2) the gap of combination between high-level and low-level features in segmentation models has led to inaccurate predictions. To handle these challenges, in this paper, we proposed a new tailored backbone and attention select module for segmentation tasks. Specifically, our new backbone was modified from the original Resnet, which can yield better segmentation performance. Attention select module employed spatial and channel self-attention mechanism to reinforce the propagation of contextual features, which can aggregate semantic and spatial information simultaneously. In addition, based on our new backbone and attention select module, we further proposed our segmentation model for street scenes understanding. We conducted a series of ablation studies on two public benchmarks, including Cityscapes and CamVid dataset to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposals. Our model achieved a mIoU score of 71.5% on the Cityscapes test set with only fine annotation data and 60.1% on the CamVid test set.
I. INTRODUCTION
Semantic segmentation, as a fundamental challenge in computer vision, has aimed at assigning each pixel in an input image with the corresponding categorical labels. Semantic segmentation provides densely pixel-level information that can be used in various systems, e.g. the pre-processing step that was to segment and detect the objects of interest, accurate road boundaries, and obstruction, in autonomous vehicle and advanced driver assistance systems. Due to the rich semantic information and spatial information provided from semantic segmentation, it becomes an important tool to understand scenes in a wide array of intelligent applications, ranging from autonomous vehicle [5] , medical imaging [6] , [25] , [39] , environment modeling [46] , [47] to 3D semantic segmentation [50] .
With the development of computational resource, deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) have demonstrated remarkable performance improvement in many computer vision tasks (e.g. image classification, object detection, and semantic segmentation). Modern architectures, such as VGGNet [55] , Resnet [56] , SENet [12] , Densenet [57] , and Xception [58] , have taken advantages of these powerful capabilities of feature extraction, representation learning ability and end-to-end trainable framework. Hence, these well-designed architectures can easily and widely be applied in a variety of applications.
Among of many state-of-the-art methods of semantic segmentation, the backbones were often extracted from classification models. When we tried to transfer these backbones from classification tasks [48] , [52] to semantic segmentation tasks [38] , [40] , [45] , we expected that these backbones could not only extract abundant semantic information, but also capture rich spatial information. However, the backbone of the classification models that employed consecutive pooling or downsampling operators biased to extract semantic information; as a result, output features of the backbones were lacking in sufficient spatial information. On the other hand, there was a challenge that simple integration of highlevel and low-level features in segmentation models could be less effective because of the gap in semantic level and spatial resolution.
Recently, Yu et al. [15] defined that many existing segmentation approaches still suffered from two aspects of challenges: intra-class inconsistency and inter-class indistinction.
To remedy these challenges, we observed that these works [1] , [10] , [14] , [15] , [30] , [37] have attempted to capture multi-scale information and to bridge the gap between low-level and high-level features, some examples of visualization were illustrated in Fig.1 . In summary, we viewed the key challenges from two perspectives:
(1) On Cityscapes [40] , the resulted from benchmark wrongly recognized car to truck, incorrectly diagnosed the person inside the car, and mispredicted the part of vegetation. (2) On CamVid [45] , the resulted from benchmark wrongly recognized building to fence, and unsuccessfully predicted the pedestrian and poles. 1) Obscure among object boundaries on the prediction results.
2) The existence of multi-scale objects. We regarded that segmentation models demanded sufficient spatial information to distinguish semantic boundaries, and required rich contextual information to segment multi-scale objects. Hence, we wondered whether we could build new tailored backbone or more effective architectures for semantic segmentation tasks? In this paper, we attempted to establish a new model from two perspectives: 1) to build a new tailored backbone for semantic segmentation, 2) to reinforce the scaling of features and to enhance the propagation of semantic and spatial information by using attention mechanism.
First of all, consideration of modern works is mostly based on fully convolutional networks (FCN) [23] , which the backbones were often extracted from classification models. In order to capture more spatial information and sufficient semantic information, we changed the arrangement of residual bottleneck layers in the backbone. Specifically, more bottlenecks were used in earlier stages to capture spatial details, and lesser bottlenecks were used in later stages to keep computational consumption, as shown in Fig.3 . In addition, the last two downsampling operators were replaced by dilated convolutional layers to enlarge the receptive fields. The visualization of features that were obtained by different backbones is illustrated in Fig.2 . FIGURE 2. Visualization of a feature was densely computed from input image. Specifically, referenced from [7] and [42] , three different networks were used to extract the features before the classification subnet. By using PCA to compress features into three dimensions to implement visualization. Comparing with original Resnet in c), the modified dilated Resnet in d) contained more details; similarly, e) our model had more informative and sharper boundaries in feature space.
Secondly, in order to reinforce the propagation of semantic and spatial information, we introduced three Attention Select Modules by employing attention mechanism [8] , [9] , [14] , [15] on our tailored backbone. In detail, three Attention Select Modules were as below:
CASM: denoted Channel Attention Select Module, as shown in Fig.4 . CASM produced channel attention features from high-level features, to weight the low-level features; as a result, more semantic information can be introduced into low-level features and then more informative features can be aggregated.
SASM: denoted Spatial Attention Select Module, as shown in Fig.5 . SASM generated the spatial attention features via spatial pooling operators to reinforce the inter-spatial relationship of features.
SSM: denoted Self-Attention Select Module, as shown in Fig.7 . SSM that combined channel attention and spatial attention was designed to select discriminative features on high-level features.
Finally, based on our tailored backbone and three Attention Select Modules, we further proposed our model for street scenes parsing. In addition, CASM, SASM, and SSM can directly incorporate existing state-of-the-art architectures and implement end-to-end trainable frameworks.
In summary, the main contributions of our work were as follows:
1) We proposed a new tailored backbone for semantic segmentation, which can capture rich spatial and abundant semantic information, simultaneously. 2) Based on attention mechanism, we introduced CASM, SASM, and SSM to enhance the inter-channel and inter-spatial relationship of features, and proposed our model for street scenes parsing. 3) We conducted a series of experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our designs. Our model has achieved comparable performance on Cityscapes and CamVid dataset. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we revisit related work on semantic segmentation. Section 3 presents our approaches. In Section 4, we conduct experiments studies and discuss the results. Finally, In Section 5, we make a conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly reviewed the development in semantic segmentation tasks by using deep convolutional neural networks. One of the pioneer works involved FCN [23] , where the architecture employed a full convolutional network, and then most recent approaches based on FCN have demonstrated impressive performance on many public benchmarks [38] , [40] , [43] and [44] .
A. BACKBONE WITH DILATED STRATEGY
Dilated convolution has been successfully applied in existing DCNNs, resulting in significant improvement in semantic segmentation tasks. Dilated convolution can not only aggregate multi-scale contextual information by enlarging the receptive fields of features, but also enable to keep the number of parameters and the amount of computation. In many state-of-the-art segmentation approaches, backbones that were pertained on classification benchmarks [48] , [52] have obtained better performance by introducing dilated convolution and several optimization techniques. For example, DeepLab works in [16] , [19] , [30] , [31] adopted Resnet with dilated strategy as the backbone and introduced Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP) to capture multi-level contextual information. PSPNet [10] used a pretrained model with dilated strategy to extract the feature maps, and employed an additional auxiliary branch for backbone to reach convergence. Dilation [11] , [32] proposed a set of basic backbones for semantic segmentation by using dilated convolution. Similarly, HDC [33] proposed Hybrid Dilated Convolution and Dense Upsampling Convolution to tackle and alleviate the gridding artifacts resulted from different dilated convolution. EncNet [9] also adopted Resnet with dilated strategy as the backbone, and introduced semantic encoding loss to regularize the training process.
Notably, the concurrent work DPC [34] was motivated by the neural architecture search (NAS) [62] , [63] , and explicitly explored the construction of meta-learning techniques [64] , [65] for semantic segmentation.
B. ENCODER-DECODER
Deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) have used consecutive downsampling or pooling operators to learn strong feature representation, but it also has caused the loss of spatial information. In order to recover the spatial information and to fully utilize semantic information, many works [2] , [14] , [15] , [24] - [30] , [37] adopted encoder-decoder architecture to combine spatial and semantic information. Early works, e.g. SegNet [24] , U-Net [25] , RefineNet [27] , and ParseNet [28] have utilized multi-path and symmetrical sub-networks to refine prediction results. Recently, state-of-the-art works, such as GCN [37] , DFN [15] , and PAN [14] , have adopted U-shape structure as the encoder-decoder architecture, and exploited the impact of the global contextual information. In addition, ENet [26] and ERFNet [29] explored more efficient encoder-decoder architecture and multiple optimization methods for semantic segmentation tasks. The dense decoder shortcut connections were introduced in encoderdecoder architecture for single-pass semantic segmentation by Bilinski and Prisacariu [2] .
C. CONTEXT EMBEDDING
Recently, there were several works [1] , [3] , [14] , [15] , [37] to improve performance from two perspectives: 1) introducing more semantic information into low-level features, 2) embedding more spatial information into high-level features. Specifically, Poudel et al. [3] proposed ContextNet for semantic segmentation in real-time, which combined a deep branch at low resolution and shallow branch at high resolution to capture global information and spatial details simultaneously. Peng et al. [37] regarded that large convolutional kernels played an important role when we have processed the classification and localization tasks, simultaneously. Based on the GCN [37] , DFN [15] utilized channel attention block and refinement residual block to establish two sub-networks that were used to tackle intra-class inconsistency and inter-class indistinction. ExFuse [1] introduced various optimization methods into GCN architecture for bridging the gap between low-level and high-level features.
D. ATTENTION MECHANISM
In DCNNs, attention can be considered as an important mechanism to weight the features for selecting more distinct and informative features. Recently, there were several works [8] , [9] , [12] - [18] , [20] that applied attention mechanism on DCNNs, ranging from classification and localization to segmentation. Hu et al. [12] introduced a squeezeand-excitation module to build a novel unit for recalibrating channel-wise features, which obtained significant improvement on image classification. Wang et al. [13] proposed residual attention network that stacked multiple attention modules to generate attention-aware features. Woo et al. [8] established a simple yet effective attention module that was named as convolutional block attention module (CBAM), which selected feature maps along with channel and spatial axes respectively. SCA-CNN [17] residual channel attention networks to solve the challenge that image super-resolution models were difficult to train.
In scene understanding, attention mechanism, as a selector not only was used to merge multi-scale information, but also was adopted to select discriminative features. Many state-of-the-art works [9] , [14] , [15] , [18] have incorporated attention mechanism to achieve remarkable performance. Specifically, Chen et al. [18] employed attention mechanism to weight multi-scale feature maps and separately predicted each pixel at an image. EncNet [9] introduced the Context Encoding Module to capture the semantic context information. PAN [14] introduced Feature Pyramid Attention module that combined high-level features and image-level features to learn better feature representation. Yu et al. [15] designed a Smooth Network with channel attention block to select discriminative features.
III. APPROACH
In this section, we first described our tailored backbone for semantic segmentation in detail. Then, we introduced three Attention Select Modules by employing attention mechanism, and specifically presented the structure of these modules. Finally, we proposed the completed model for street scenes understanding, as shown in Fig.8 .
A. STRONGER BACKBONE FOR FEATURE EXTRACTION
Many state-of-the-art DCNNs, such as VGGNet [55] , Resnet [56] , Densenet [57] , and Xception [58] , have been tailored towards the tasks of classification. However, some designs of these DCNNs may contribute to suboptimal performance when we performed pixel-to-pixel tasks such as semantic segmentation. Specifically, in order to reduce training time and yield superior performance, most segmentation methods have relied on classification models, where a large number of weights for the segmentation tasks can be predetermined by classification tasks. However, these models had a limitation that they contained abundant semantic information but were lacking in sufficient spatial information.
We regarded that the different stages in backbone have different recognition capabilities. As shown in Fig.3 , Resnet [56] can be divided into five stages including initial block and Stage1-4. In the low stages (e.g. Stage1-2), the number of residual bottlenecks in Stage1 was 3 and in Stage2 was 4. For an 720 × 720 image as input, through those two stages, the resolution of output features was 180 × 180. While in high stage (e.g. Stage3-4), the number of residual bottlenecks in Stage3 was 23 and in Stage4 was 3, and the resolution of output features in Stage4 was 45 × 45. Resnet conducted a lot of computation at low resolution that had high receptive field view, to capture more semantic information. In other words, the backbones biased to extract semantic features, which was helpful for predicting the correct labels; as a result, Resnet definitely achieved state-of-the-art performance in several image classification tasks. But the high-level features in backbone contained more semantic information and less spatial information as illustrated in Fig.2 .
Consequently, we rethought the function of backbone from a more macroscopic point of view. For some tasks (e.g. classification, saliency detection [66] ), these tasks demanded more semantic information, rather than the accurate information of each pixel. For semantic segmentation task, we have highlighted two illuminating aspects: 1) The features in backbone should contain abundant spatial and semantic information.
2) The backbone can implement end-to-end framework without increasing the computation burden too much. Hence, motivated by these two aspects, we attempted to modify the structure of the existing backbone, making it more compatible with the semantic segmentation.
Our new tailored backbone was presented based on dilated convolution and different arrangement of layers, as shown in Fig.3 . Specifically, dilated convolution was used to capture multi-scale context information without adding extra parameters and computation, and different arrangement layer strategy can generate more informative features with spatial information. Before presenting the structure of our backbone, we started with some preliminary knowledge of dilated convolution.
1) DILATED CONVOLUTION
Dilated convolution [19] was employed to control the resolution of features and enlarge the receptive fields without adding extra parameters and computation. In onedimensional signal, dilated convolution is defined in Eq. (1):
Where y [i] is the output, x [i] is the input and w [k] denotes the filters with length K . When set dilated convolutional rate to r and the size of kernel to s, it is equivalent to inserting r − 1 zeros between two consecutive filter values. In particular, the standard convolution is a special case when r = 1.
2) DIFFERENT ARRANGEMENT OF LAYERS
After introducing dilated convolution, we described our tailored backbone. In summary, we modified the backbone from two perspectives:
1. We divided our tailored backbone into six stages, including the Initial block and five stages. Specifically, in Resnet101, the initial block was a 7 × 7 downsample convolution layer with 64 channels. In our backbone, in order to capture more spatial information, the initial block concatenated a 7 × 7 convolution layer with 32 channels, a 3 × 3 convolution layer with 16 channels, and a 3×3 convolution layer with 32 channels. The remainder of our tailored backbone has {3,8,9,3,3} residual bottlenecks on Stage1-5 respectively.
2. We employed dilated convolution strategy in the new backbone. Inspired by [9] - [11] and [16] , we applied the dilated convolution with dilated rate 2 and 4 to replace the downsample convolutions in Stage4-5.
The structure of our tailored backbone was illustrated in the cyan part of Fig.3 . We refined the initial block for extracting more spatial information. In Stage1-3, the corresponding number of residual bottlenecks was replaced from {3,4,23} to {3,8,9}, which can promote the backbone to obtain more spatial information. In Stage4-5, the backbone, that adopted dilated convolution strategy, not only can enlarge receptive fields of high-level features, but also can keep the size of feature maps. Consequently, it can impel feature maps to contain abundant spatial information. In addition, in order to meet the constraints of GPU memory, we sought a tradeoff between features representation and computational burden, by modifying the distribution of the residual bottleneck from {3,4,23,3} to {3,8,9,3,3}. In the experiment section, we conducted a series of ablation studies to demonstrate the effectiveness of our new backbone.
B. ATTENTION SELECT MODULE
In semantic segmentation models, low-level features that were close to input preprocessor impelled to contain more spatial information, and high-level features that were close to supervisions tended to encode more semantic information, which has been confirmed by some visualization works [7] , [41] , [42] . In other words, low-level features in early stages have high resolution and more spatial information but less semantic information; and high-level features in later stages have low resolution and more semantic information but less spatial information. There was a challenge that semantic information in high-level features and spatial information in low-level features cannot be effectively integrated.
Many works [24] , [25] , [27] involved low-level features as the residual to compensate high-level features. Similarly, we empirically regarded that high-level features had abundant semantic information, and low-level features contained less semantic information but more spatial information. Motivated by attention mechanism [8] , [9] , [14] , [15] , we proposed three Attention Select Modules including CASM, SASM, and SSM, to reinforce the propagation of spatial and semantic information in inter-spatial and inter-channel features. These three modules were discussed as follows.
1) CHANNEL ATTENTION SELECT MODULE
Inspired by [1] and [8] , we argued that high-level features can highlight and select low-level features by embedding more semantic information into low-level features. Hence, we proposed Channel Attention Select Module (CASM) to combine high-level and low-level features, as shown in Fig.4 .
Specifically, two input features of CASM were denoted as high-level features T H and low-level features T L respectively, and the completed computational process can be divided into two steps:
In the first step, high-level features T H passed through the Channel Attention Block. In particular, average and max pooling operators have been applied on channel axis of highlevel features T H , producing V max and V ave vectors. Then, V max and V ave vectors were fed into a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to generate attention vectors V max and V ave . Finally, we concatenated V max and V ave to yield channel attention vector V ca by using element-wise addition and sigmoid activation function, and V ca was calculated as Eq. (2):
Where F is the sigmoid activation function, ⊕ is elementwise addition, Z denotes the pooling function, and s is the total number of pixels at input T H . In the second step, V ca was used to weight the low-level 
In summary, the purpose of the first step was to generate channel attention vector, and the second step was to combine VOLUME 6, 2018 high-level and low-level features. From a more macroscopic perspective, it means that CASM was used to introduce more semantic information into spatial information.
2) SPATIAL ATTENTION SELECT MODULE
After introducing CASM, we attempted to further capture informative features along with the spatial axis of features. Many state-of-the-art works usually adopted layer-by-layer methods to build architectures of DCNNs that also demonstrated the powerful capability to learn semantic information. However, these methods exploited features along layers' orientation, which biased to select more meaningful and informative semantics. Different from the semantic information, we should also focus on which parts in an image have rich and abundant information, and how to capture these parts and corresponding spatial information?
For capturing spatial information, SCNN [35] introduced slice-by-slice convolution to enable spatial message passings between pixels across rows and columns in a layer, which was particularly suitable to capturing long-range information. CBAM [8] proposed spatial attention module that employed average-pooling and max-pooling operators along the channel axis, to generate an efficient feature descriptor for computing spatial attention. In this paper, we proposed Spatial Attention Select Module (SASM) as shown in Fig.5 , and the detailed process of how to extract spatial features was shown in Fig.6 . SASM was applied on the high-level featuresF h with shape of h × w × c, which (h, w) and c were the size of features and the number of channels respectively. The high-level features F h can be divided into k groups by using split layer (i.e. chunk operation), as shown in Fig.6(a) . For one of groupsf p , we applied max and average pooling on f p along with channel axis, and then yielded the max descriptor ρ max (i.e. red part in Fig.6(b) ) and the ave descriptor ρ ave (i.e. green part in Fig.6(b) ). Then, all descriptors were separately combined to generate features P max = {ρ 1 , . . . , ρ k } and P ave == {ρ k+1 , . . . , ρ 2k }, as shown in Fig.6(c) . Finally, the spatial attention features P con = {ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ 2k } that concatenated P max and P ave were obtained in Eq. (4):
Where k 1 denotes to concatenate 1 ∼ k descriptors, and [−; −] also denotes concat operator.
We used Conv 7×7 to reduce half channels of features P con , and then used sigmoid function F to activate the features to generate features P con = F (Conv 7×7 (P con )) = ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ k . Finally, the output F o of SASM was computed in Eq. (5):
Where (ρ p × f p ) denotes element-wise multiplication (i.e. broadcasting mechanism) between ρ p and f p .
In summary, SASM extracted spatial attention features and yielded informative features by utilizing self-attention mechanism, which can reinforce the propagation of spatial information at several adjacent layers (i.e. the number of layers is more than 1).
3) SELF-ATTENTION SELECT MODULE
After introducing the channel attention in CASM and spatial attention in SASM, we proposed Self-Attention Select Module (SSM) to aggregate features along with channel and spatial axes. Specifically, SSM applied on high-level features F h ∈ (f 1 , . . . , f k ) as shown in Fig.7 . Firstly, F h were fed into two branches to generate the channel attention vector V ca ∈ (v 1 , . . . , v k ) and spatial attention features P sa ∈ (ρ 1 , . . . , ρ k ). Then, we multiplied high-level features F h by V ca to obtain features F ca , and multiplied F h by P sa to generate F sa . Finally, we added F ca and F sa to yield output F ssmo by using element-wise addition, as computed in Eq. (6):
Where k 1 denotes to concatenate 1 ∼ k descriptors and F is the sigmoid function.
In summary, channel attention branch was used to extract channel attention vector for selecting discriminative features, and spatial attention branch was used to reinforce the propagation of spatial information. SSM was applied on high-level features to reinforce the propagation of semantic and spatial information for selecting informative features.
C. ARCHITECTURE
Considering semantic segmentation was dense pixel-wise prediction, which required semantic and spatial information simultaneously. So, our network architecture adopted U-shaped encoder-decoder architecture. Based on our tailored backbone and three Attention Select Module, including CASM, SASM, and SSM, we proposed our completed architecture, as shown in Fig.8 , from encoder and decoder network points of view.
In terms of the encoder network as shown in Encoder of Fig.8 , the cerulean part of Encoder was our proposed tailored backbone including Initial Block and Stage1-5, which effectively enhanced the network to capture spatial information. Inspired by [9] , [10] , and [16] , the SSM was applied on high-level features (i.e. the output of Stage5) to weight and highlight the high-level features to produce discriminative features O ssm .
In terms of the decoder network as shown in Decoder In addition, CASM, SASM, and SSM can directly be embedded into existing architectures, and can easily implement end-to-end training framework.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, firstly, we described the details of datasets, implementation, data augmentation, report metrics, and loss function. And then we conducted a series of ablation studies to evaluate the effectiveness of our designs. Finally, we reported the competitive performances on the Cityscapes and CamVid datasets.
Cityscapes Dataset: The Cityscapes dataset [40] is a largescale dataset for urban scene understanding. The dataset contains high quality finely annotated 5000 images and coarsely annotated 19998 images that were captured from 50 different cities. High quality images includes 2975 images for training, 500 images for validation, and 1525 images for testing. Cityscapes dataset contains 30 semantic classes and only 19 classes that are used for evaluation on official servers, and the resolution of input images in Cityscapes is 1024 × 2048.
CamVid Dataset: The CamVid dataset [45] is another road scene understanding dataset for a driving automobile. This dataset contains finely annotated 701 images including 367 images for training, 101 images for validation, and 233 images for testing. CamVid dataset contains 19 semantic categories and the resolution of input images is 960 × 720.
Implementation Details: Our experiments were based on the public platform PyTorch [53] . Inspired by [19] and [28] , for all segmentation experiments, we used the ''poly'' learning rate strategy where the learning rate was shown in Eq. (7):
Where lr base denoted the base learning rate, power denoted decayed index, and max_epoch denoted the number of total epochs. For all the experiments on Cityscapes, we adopted same experimental settings without using coarse annotation data. Specifically, we empirically set lr base to 0.01, power to 0.9, and weight decay to 0.0001. The training was performed by employing mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD [54] ) with batch size 6 and momentum 0.99. We employed 60K training iterations, which took approximately 56 hours with 2 M40 GPUs. Due to the constraints of our computing resources, we did not adopt Sync-BN [9] , [49] and InPlaceABNync [36] to synchronize the parameters of batch normalization layers (BN) [22] across multiple GPUs.
For all the experiments on CamVid, due to the small size of images, we could conduct experiments on a computing platform with a single NVIDIA GTX1080 card. For training hyper-parameters, we employed 30K training iterations and 12 batch size. And noted that we set lr base to 0.005 and power to 0.9.
Data Augmentation: We first used mean subtraction, adopted random horizontal flip for pre-process, and utilized random rotation between 10 and -10 degrees and random scaling between 0.5 and 2 during the training process.
Report Metrics: In classification, we employed Top-1 error [52] as the metric to measure the performance of our tailored backbone. In semantic segmentation, the performance metrics we adopted were the mean pixel intersection-overunion (mIoU), pixel accuracy (Acc), and mean pixel accuracy (mAcc).
Loss Function: When deals with semantic segmentation tasks on datasets [38] , [40] , there are several challenges, including unbalanced samples, and the existing of hard objects during training phase. To tackle these challenges, state-of-the-art approaches have adopted Focal Loss [51] , Center Loss [4] , and Online Hard Example Mining (OHEM) [21] as the optimization target. In this paper, to simplify the discussion of the effectiveness of our designs, we adopted the cross-entropy loss function as optimization target to apply on each pixel over the categories in all segmentation experiments.
A. EXPERIMENT FOR OUR TAILORED BACKBONE
We conducted a series of experiments for testing the performance of our tailored backbone on image classification task and semantic segmentation task as shown in Table. 1. In terms of classification as shown in the Classification of Table. 1, we added a global average pooling layer and a fully convolutional layer on the top of our backbone to build the classification model. Similarly, as [56] , the total training proceeded for 120 epochs and we employed ''step'' strategy where the learning rates were set to 10 −1 , 10 −2 , 10 −3 and 10 −4 at 1, 30, 60, and 90 epochs respectively. The training optimizer was SGD with momentum 0.9 and weight decay 0.0001, and then this classification model achieved 23.9% top-1 error on the ImageNet [52] . Comparing with Resnet101 [56] , why did the performance of our backbone decrease in accuracy? We regarded that our backbone sought a tradeoff between semantic information and spatial information, which can be verified in segmentation tasks. In terms of segmentation as shown in the Segmentation of Table. 1, we used different stages as the output and then added bilinear upsample layer on backbone to test the performance. Followed by [9] and [11] , we set three experiments on the original Resnet101: S4 (Stage4 as output), S3 (Stage3 as output), and Dilated (using dilated convolutional strategy in Resnet101), and the performance were 60.5%, 56.3%, 63.5% mIoU respectively. Specifically, comparing with S4, S3 was less one stage than S4 but its segmentation performance was better than S4. This is because the number of channels of features in S3 were less than S4 but S3 was with more high resolution of features than S4, as shown in Fig.3 . Meanwhile, Dilated experiments denoted that we replaced the last two downsample operators (do not increase channel) by dilated convolution with different dilated rates, and its experiments achieved better performance than S4 and S5. Similarly, the S4, and S5 of our backbone can achieve better segmentation performance. Comparing with original Resnet101 (i.e. S5), other experiments can achieve better performance on semantic segmentation because the high resolution of images contained more rich spatial information.
B. ABLATION STUDY FOR ATTENTION SELECT MODULE
In this paper, we proposed three Attention Select Modules, including SSM, CASM, and SASM. We conducted a set of baseline experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of each module.
1) ABLATION STUDY FOR SSM
SSM contained two branches including channel attention branch and spatial attention branch. So, exploring the different arrangements of the two branches, such as in parallel or in sequential, can obtain better performance improvement. Based on our backbone, we set three experiments on SSM including CA->SA, SA->CA, and CA&SA as shown in the column SSM of Table.2. 1) CA->SA: indicated that the arrangement was sequential channel-first, which obtained 67.1% mIoU. 2) SA->CA: indicated that the arrangement was sequential spatial-first, which obtained 66.3% mIoU. 3) CA&SA: indicated the arrangement of both branches in parallel, which obtained 68.1% mIoU. Noted that the arrangement in parallel slightly outperformed the sequential. We regarded that CA&SA reinforced the propagation of information along spatial and channel axes simultaneously, but the arrangement of SA->CA or CA->SA was in parallel that may hinder the propagation of information because of different effects from different axes for aggregating information. In short, our backbone with SSM improved the segmentation performance over our backbone by 2.6%.
2) ABLATION STUDY FOR CASM
In our proposed architecture, CASM that employed high-level features to guide low-level features was used to generate informative features with more details in decoder network. Given the structure of the channel attention block in CASM, as shown in Fig.5 , we set five experiments to evaluate the influence of different settings of the channel attention block. Based on our new backbone with SSM, the five experiments, NOR, AVE, MAX, AVE+MAX, and AVE+MAX+MLP, were shown in column CASM of Table. 2. 1) NOR: denoted that model adopted encoder-decoder architecture and obtained 69.2% mIoU without using CASM, which was used to evaluate the effect of using decoder network. 2) AVE: denoted that using global average pooling extracted channel attention vector, which obtained 69.5% mIoU. 3) MAX: denoted that using global max pooling extracted channel attention vector, which obtained 69.1% mIoU. 4) AVE+MAX: denoted that using global max and average pooling extracted channel attention vectors, which obtained 69.9% mIoU. 5) AVE+MAX+MLP: denoted that using global max and average pooling extracted channel attention vectors and employing MLP generated final attention vector, which obtained 70.5% mIoU. Comparing with NOR, AVE and MAX meant that channel attention vector was aggregated by utilizing either global pooling or max pooling. AVE obtained 0.3% performance improvement, but performance of MAX slightly decreased. Because global average pooling biased to aggregate global information [16] , global max pooling tended to extract short-range information [61] . We experimentally verified that AVE+MAX and AVE+MAX+MLP obtained 1.8% and 2.4% performance improvement respectively, and the experimental results showed that CASM brought superior performance improvement.
3) ABLATION STUDY FOR SASM
In our proposed model, SASM that utilized spatial pooling was used to reinforce the propagation of spatial information. Given the structure of the spatial attention block in CASM, we set three experiments: AVE, MAX, and AVE+MAX, as shown in the column SASM of Table.2. 1) AVE: denoted that using average pooling aggregated spatial information at adjacent layers, which obtained 69.9% mIoU. 2) MAX: denoted that using max pooling aggregated spatial information at adjacent layers, which obtained 70.8% mIoU. 3) AVE+MAX: denoted that using average and max pooling aggregated spatial information at adjacent layers, which obtained 71.4% mIoU. Three experiments based on the baseline that was our backbone with SSM and CASM. Comparing with baseline, AVE and MAX meant that spatial attention features were aggregated by utilizing either average pooling or max pooling, but only MAX obtained performance improvement. We regarded that the SASM was designed for reinforcing the propagation of spatial information, but using average pooling was more likely to extract global contextual information and it was not conducive to reinforcing spatial information [8] , [16] ; as a result, there was a slight decrease in performance of AVE. Similarly, MAX was more sensitive to extracting spatial information in 2D features, and then AVE+MAX obtained the best performance 71.4% mIoU.
Finally, the completed model with SSM, CASM, and SASM brought significant performance improvement (i.e. 5.6%) and it demonstrated the effectiveness of our designs. We also offered some examples of visualization to illustrate the effect of SSM, CASM, and SASM, as shown in Fig.9 .
4) ABLATION STUDY FOR PARAMETER K IN SASM
In terms of the parameter k in SASM, which was designed for setting the number of chunks of spatial attention block in SASM. So, we further investigated the effect of the parameter k of SASM. Specifically, we tested the impact of different k values of k ∈ (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 16, 21) as shown in Fig.10 .
With the increase of k, the segmentation performance achieved the maximum 71.5% mIoU when k = 3, but then this performance had decreased to 70.5% mIoU until k=8, and then the performance increased to 71.4% mIoU when k=16. So, why did the performance fluctuate?
We noted that SASM was applied on the output of Stage2 as shown in Fig 8, and there were only 32 channels in this output. When k was small, the channels can be divided into k groups in SASM, which can effectively aggregate spatial information at adjacent layers [1] , [33] because each group contained more layers. As the parameter k increased, the number of channels in each group became smaller and smaller, giving rise to decreased aggregation features that were compressed; so, the segmentation performance had decreased. As the parameter k increased continuously, the number of channel in each group tended to be 1. At this point, the spatial information, which was aggregated either by average pooling or by max pooling, was the same as features themselves. Hence, the performance improvement of SASM relied on fitting of 7 × 7 convolution, rather than the aggregating of spatial information by using attention mechanism.
C. RESULTS ON CITYSCAPES
We further compared our completed model with existing state-of-the-art works including FCN8s [23] , Dilation10 [32] , LRR [59] , DeepLabv2 [19] , and RefineNet [27] . Our model was only trained on fine annotation data and tested on Cityscapes test set without using any post-processing like DenseCRF [19] . Especially, we set two experiments: SS and MS, as shown in the column Our Model in Table. 3. 1) SS: denoted that we adopted single-scale inputs during inference, which obtained 70.9% mIoU. 2) MS: denoted that we adopted multi-scale inputs including [0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25 1.5] to improve the performance, which obtained 71.5% mIoU. In addition, we can employ many testing strategies to obtain further improvement, such as using OHEM [21] as loss function, or using Sync-BN [9] , [45] to synchronize the parameters of BN layers across multiple GPUs. 
D. RESULTS ON CAMVID
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our model on lowresolution images, we trained our model on CamVid dataset. Following by [24] , we resized the input images to 480 × 360, yet there were some works [32] , [60] that used high resolution images. Our model was compared with stateof-the-art works including SegNet [24] , ENet [26] , Dilation8 [32] , and LinkNet [60] , as shown in Table. 4. 
FIGURE 11
. Some examples of visualization results from our model experimented on CamVid dataset, and some details were highlighted by using red box. 1) Our backbone: denoted that only backbone was used as our model, which obtained 54.1% mIoU. 2) SSM: denoted that SSM was applied on our tailored backbone, which obtained 57.3% mIoU.
3) SSM+CASM: denoted that CASM was applied on our backbone with SSM, which obtained 59.5% mIoU. 4) SSM+CASM+SASM: denoted that we adopted our completed model, which obtained 60.1% mIoU.
Comparing with 1)Our backbone, 2)SSM was applied on our tailored backbone to select discriminative features, and segmentation performance improved by 3.2%. Based on encoder-decoder architecture, 3)SSM+CASM adopted CASM that combined high-level features and low-level features to further improve performance. Finally, comparing with 1)Our backbone, 4)SSM+CASM+SASM that denoted our completed model achieved the best performance improvement 6% and significantly improved performance in several categories, such as building, pole, tree, and sign, which demonstrated the effectiveness of our designs. Comparing with several state-of-the-art approaches [24] , [26] , our model has obtained advanced performance in some small categories, such as pole, Fence, and Bicyclist. In addition, we also offered some examples of visualization to illustrate the effects of SSM, CASM, and SASM, as shown in Fig.11 .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new tailored backbone and three Attention Select Modules for segmentation tasks. Specifically, our tailored backbone modified the arrangement of layers to capture more spatial details. Based on attention mechanism, we introduced three Attention Select Modules, SSM, SASM, and CASM. In particular, SSM that combined spatial attention and channel attention was applied on high-level features, and was used to select discriminative features. CASM used high level features to teach and guide low level features, and SASM was used for enhancing the propagation of spatial information at adjacent layers. Based on our tailored backbone and three Attention Select Modules, we proposed our new model for semantic segmentation in street scenes. We conducted a series of ablation studies to verify the effectiveness of our designs, and our proposed model achieved competitive performance in the Cityscapes and CamVid dataset.
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